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Chapterr 2 

D 00 at the Tevatron 

Thee D 0 experiment was originally designed to study pp collisions at a center of mass 
eneryy of 1.8 TeV at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. During Run I, from July 1990 
untill  August 1995, the Tevatron delivered 125 pb * of integrated luminosity, which 
allowedd a wide range of high mass and high pT physics phenomena to be investigated. 
Duringg a shutdown period from 1995 until 2001 the Tevatron was upgraded to run with 
aa luminosity increased by one order of magnitude to 2.1 x 1032 cm~2s_ 1, at a center of 
masss energy of 1.96 TeV. In this period, the D0 detector was upgraded to handle the 
increasedd luminosity at this new high-energy frontier. 

2.11 The Tevatron 

Thee Tevatron is a pp collider that accelerates both the protons and anti-protons to an 
energyy of 980 GeV, providing the center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. Until the Large 
Hadronn Collider at CERN starts in 2007, the Tevatron wil l be the highest energy 
colliderr in the world. 

Ass is the case in all current day high-energy accelerators, the Tevatron is only the 
lastt accelerator in a long chain of accelerators, as is illustrated in figure 2.1. The proton 
beamm originates from the pre-accelerator, where negatively charged hydrogen ions are 
acceleratedd to 750 keV in a Cockroft-Walton accelerator. From there, the hydrogen 
ionss are bunched and led into a 150 meter long linear accelerator (LINAC) , which 
acceleratess the ions to an energy of 400 MeV, after which they are fed into a circular 
accelerator,, called the booster. Here, the ions are led through a carbon foil which 
stripss both electrons from the hydrogen nucleus, leaving the proton. The protons are 
thenn accelerated to an energy of 8 GeV. After this stage, they enter the Main Injector. 
Thiss circular accelerator serves two purposes: it separately accelarates protons and 
anti-protonss from 8 GeV to 150 GeV for subsequent insertion in the Tevatron, and it 
acceleratess protons from 8 GeV to 120 GeV for the production of anti-protons. The 
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anti-protonss are produced by colliding the protons that have been accelerated in the 
Mainn Injector to an energy of 120 GeV on a nickel target. These collisions produce 
manyy secondary particles, among which are anti-protons, approximately one for every 
10°° protons. The anti-protons produced are temporarily stored in a circular ring, called 
thee Accumulator. When approximately 1011 anti-protons have been produced, they are 
assembled,, bunched and inserted in the Main Injector to be accelerated to an energy of 
1500 GeV for injection in the Tevatron. The tunnel of the Main Injector also holds the 
Antiprotonn Recycler, which stores decelerated anti-protons coming from the previous 
runn in the Tevatron for future use. After separate acceleration of the protons and 
anti-protonss in the Main Injector to an energy of 150 GeV, both beams are inserted in 
thee Tevatron, where they are further accelerated to an energy of 980 GeV. 

Thee Tevatron uses superconducting magnets with a field strength of 4.2 Tesla (at a 
beamm energy of 980 GeV) to bend the protons and anti-protons through the 1000-meter 

Figuree 2.1: The Fermilab accelerator chain, showing the D0 collider region and the 
fixedfixed target lines. 
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Parameter r 

Energy y 

Protonss / bunch 

Antiprotonss / bunch 

Bunches s 

Antiprotonn stacking 

Luminosity y 
Bunchh spacing 

Interactionss per crossing 

Runn I la beam parameter 

9800 GeV 
277 x 1010 

7.55 x 1010 

36 6 
200 x 1010/hour 

2.11 x 1032 c m - V1 

3966 ns 

5.8 8 

Tablee 2.1: Beam parameters for the Tevatron Run Ila. 

radiuss tunnel. The proton beam traverses the Tevatron clockwise, with the anti-proton 
beamm moving in the opposite direction. The beams meet at the two interaction points, 
att B0, where the CDF detector is located, and at D0, where the D0 detector is 
located.. The longitudinal position of the interaction point has a Gaussian shaped 
distributionn around the center of the D0 detector with a width of approximately 25 
cm.. In the transverse plane the position distribution also has a Gaussian shape but 
withh a width of 30 ^m. Some parameters for the Tevatron for Run Ila are given in 
tablee 2.1. 

Thesee parameters have changed significantly from the previous run, Run I, to max-
imizee the physics output of Run II . Most notable, the design luminosity is increased 
tenfoldd to 2.1 x 1032 cm^s"1 by: 

 Increasing the number of bunches from 6 to 36, while simultaneously lowering 
thee bunch crossing time from 3.6 [is to 396 ns; 

 Increasing the number of protons and anti-protons per bunch, using the Main 
Injectorr and the Recycler. 

2.22 The D 0 Detector 

Thee D0 detector design was optimized for efficient identification of leptons and jets 
overr a wide rapidity region. This was achieved by using finely segmented, hermetic 
electromagneticc and hadronic calorimetry, muon detection using magnetized iron, and 
non-magneticc inner tracking. The data collected in Run I has allowed the D0 collabo-
rationn to study a multitude of interesting physics topics, resulting in 118 publications. 
Mostt notable is the discovery of the top quark in 1995 [9]. For Run II , the D0 upgrade 
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Figuree 2.2: Cross section view of the D0 detector. 
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hass extended the capability of the detector to include track momentum determination 
andd vertexing, while maintaining an angular coverage to |7j| « 3, where n is the pseu-
dorapidity,, defined as n = — ln(tan 6/2) and 8 is the angle with respect to the beam. 
Figuree 2.2 shows a cross section view of the D 0 detector. 

2.2.11 Inner Tracker 

Thee inner tracker consists of two major subsystems: a high precision silicon microstrip 
tracker,, and a scintillating fiber tracker, which provides a trigger. The entire inner 
trackerr is encased in a 2.7 meter long superconducting solenoidal magnet, which pro-
videss a field of 2 Tesla. Figure 2.3 shows a cross section view of the inner tracker. 

Figuree 2.3: Schematic view of the inner tracker. 
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Siliconn Tracker 

Thee silicon tracker consists of silicon disks and barrels formed into 6 disk/barrel mod-
uless [31]. Each barrel module consists of 4 (radial) layers of detector ladder assemblies. 
Thee outer barrel on each side has single sided silicon in layers one and three with 
axiall  strips with a pitch size of 50 //m. while the inner four barrels have double sided 
siliconn in these two layers, with axial strips and a pitch size of 50 /jm on the p-side 
andd 153.5 ^m pitch with a 90° stereo angle on the n-side, where p- and n-side refer 
too positively and negatively doped strips of silicon respectively. The p-side has axial 
readout,, while the n-side has stereo readout. Layers two and four are double sided 
withh a 2° stereo angle in all barrels, and a pitch size of 50 /xm on the p-side and 62.5 
j^mm on the n-side. Each disk module in the central part of the detector, called F-disks, 
hass 12 wedge shaped double-sided detectors. The readout strips are running parallel 
too one edge of the wedge, at an angle of 15° with respect to the symmetry axis of the 
wedge.. Thus, the readout strips on each side have an effective 30° stereo angle. Two 
setss of three end disks, also named F-disks, are placed on each end side of the detector. 
Thee detectors in these disks have a pitch size of 50 u,m on the p-side and 62.5 //m on 
thee n-side. Further along the beam pipe, on each side of the detector, are two bigger 
diskss (called H-disks) of single sided silicon wedges with a pitch size of 81 ^m, with an 
effectivee stereo angle of 15°, used for forward tracking. These numbers are summarized 
inn table 2.2. This detector setup allows a measurement of single hit positions with a 
resolutionn of approximately 10 fim. The complete detector consists of approximately 
8*1055 channels, and a schematic overview is shown in figure 2.4. 

Siliconn detector element 

Axiall  strips 

2°° stereo strips, n-side 

90°° stereo strips, n-side 

F-disks,, p-side 

F-disks,, n-side 

H-disks s 

Pitch h 

50 0 

62.5 5 

153.5 5 

50 0 

62.5 5 

81 1 

(jim ) ) 

Tablee 2.2: Pitch size for each silicon detector element. 

Centrall  Fiber  Tracker 

Thee Central Fiber Tracker consists of scintillating fibers mounted on eight concentric 
cylinderss [32], The fibers are 835 ^m in diameter, and are constructed in ribbons each 
1288 fibers wide composed of a 'doublet' layer of fibers, with the center of one of the 
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Figuree 2.4: Schematic view of the silicon tracker, showing the 6 barrels, 12 F-disks and 
44 H-disks. 

singlee layer of fibers in the space between the fibers of the other single layer. There 
aree eight doublet axial layers of scintillating fibers as well as eight doublet stereo layers 
thatt make a 3° u- or u-type stereo angle1 with the beam axis. The detector is divided 
intoo 80 sectors in (f>, where <f>  is the azimuthal angle. Each pie shaped slice has 896 fibers 
andd the entire detector has 71,680 channels. The light from the fibers is converted into 
electricall  pulses by visible light photon counters, VLPC's. 

Thee resolution with which the inner tracker can measure the transverse momentum 
off  particles is shown in figure 2.5. 

'AA  u-v geometry has one layer of active material aligned along +a from the symmetry axis, and 
anotherr layer aligned along -a from the symmetry axis, where a is the stereo angle. 
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Figuree 2.5: Determination of ^  ̂ by the inner tracker as a function of r\, using the 

MonteMonte Carlo simulation. 

2.2.22 Calorimeter 

Thee D 0 calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter using depleted uranium, lead and copper 
ass absorber materials, and liquid argon as sampling material. It consists of three 
cryostats:: the Center Calorimeter (CC), which covers the area |̂ 71 < 1.2, and the two 
Endcapp Calorimeters (EC), which extend the covered area up to \n\ « 4. In addition, 
preshowerss are placed in front of the calorimeters in the central and forward regions. 

Centrall  and endcap calorimeters 

Eachh of the calorimeters is split up in three sections: an electromagnetic section (EM) 
off  approximately 20 radiation lengths, closest to the beam pipe, with relatively thin 
uraniumm absorber plates, followed by a fine hadronic section further out, using thick 
uraniumm plates as absorber. The outer part of the calorimeter is made up of the coarse 
hadronicc section, using thick copper or stainless steel plates as absorber material. The 
hadronicc section has a thickness of around 6 interaction lengths in the central calorime-
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ter,, and around 9 interaction lengths in the forward calorimeter. The calorimeter is 
pseudo-projective,, meaning that the towers in the calorimeter are pointing to the in-
teractionn point, but that the cells that the towers are made off are not projective. The 
cellss in the central region have a typical size of AT? X A<p = 0.1 x 0.1; exceptions to this 
aree the cells in the third layer of the EM section, where AT? x A<f) = 0.05 x 0.05. This 
iss the area in which electromagnetic showers deposit most of their energy, and a higher 
segmentationn is desired for better resolution of the direction of electrons and photons. 
Inn the very forward region with 3.2 < \rj\  < 4.0, where the physical size of the cells 
wouldd become tiny, the cells have a size of 0.2 x 0.2 in (rj,<f>).  The energy resolution 
off  the calorimeter as it has been reached in Run I is AE/E = lb%/\TË © 0.4% for 
electronss and photons (with E in GeV). For charged pions and jets, these resolutions 
aree 50%/y/Ë and 80%/y/Ë respectively. 

Too augment the energy measurement in the intercryostat space between the central 
andd forward calorimeters, intercryostat detectors (ICD's) are placed in this region (see 
figuree 2.6). They consist of an annular ring of 1.25 cm thick scintillating material, 
dividedd into 16 sections and covering 1.1 < \rj\  < 1.4. The 16 pieces are further divided 
intoo AT? X A<f>  = 0.1 x 0.1 which are read out by photomultipliers through embedded 
wavelengthh shifting fibers that collect and transport the light. 

Preshowers s 

Thee preshower detector consists of two systems: a central system covering j-̂71 < 1.3 
(CPS),, and a forward system covering 1.5 < \rj\  < 2.5 (FPS) (shown in figure 2.6). 
Bothh are designed to improve the electron identification efficiency. The central system 
consistsconsists of a lead radiator of two radiation lengths thickness at 77 = 0, followed by 
threee layers of scintillating material arranged in an axial, u-v geometry with a 22.5° 
stereoo angle. Electrons are recognized based on the fact that muons and charged pions 
traversingg the radiator will only deposit energy due to ionization, while electromagnetic 
particless will shower in the radiator. 

Thee forward preshower detector also consists of a lead radiator with a thickness 
off  two radiation lengths [33], sandwiched between two layers of scintillating material. 
Eachh layer is made from two thinner layers of scintillating fibers, arranged in a u-v 
geometryy with a 22.5° stereo angle. When a charged particle traverses the layer before 
thee radiator, its position can be measured with the scintillating fibers. Whereas a muon 
andd a charged pion will not shower in the radiator, and only deposit the equivalent of 
onee MIP2 in the layer behind the lead, photons and electrons will create a shower and 
depositt most of their energy in the layer behind the lead. A photon will not deposit 
energyy in the first layer of fibers, thus allowing a separation of electrons and photons. 

22 A minimum ionizing particle (MIP) deposits a few MeV cm2/g in the material it passes through 
duee to ionization. 
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V-layer r 

Figuree 2.6: View of the forward preshower, with an inset showing the geometry of the 
fiberfiber system. 

Inn both systems, light collected by the scintillating fibers is transported by embed-
dedd wavelength-shifting fibers, and read out by visible light photon counters. 
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2.2.33 Muon Detector 

Thee muon detector consists of three major parts, as is shown in figure 2.2: 

 The Wide Angle Muon Spectrometer (WAMUS), covering \TJ\ < 1; 

 The Forward Angle Muon Spectrometer (FAMUS), covering 1 < \r}\  < 2; 

 A solid-iron magnet creating a toroidal field of 1.8 Tesla. 

Toroidd Magnet 

Thee toroid magnet is a square iron annulus 109 cm thick, weighing 1973 tons. Running 
thee coils of the magnet at 1500 Ampères, the magnet generates a magnetic field of 1.8 
Tesla,, with the field lines running in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis, vertically 
inn the side parts of the magnet and horizontally in the top and bottom of the magnet. 
Thee iron of the central magnet also serves as the return yoke for the solenoid magnetic 
field.. The magnet is split in a central system, covering the WAMUS region, and two 
forwardd systems, covering the FAMUS region. 

WAMU S S 

Thee WAMUS consists of three detector systems: three layers of drift chambers with 
proportionall  drift tubes (PDT's), one inner layer of scintillators (A — 4> counters) and 
outerr layers of scintillator (Cosmic Cap) [34]. The three layers of proportional drift 
tubess are arranged in a barrel geometry with one layer inside the toroid, normally 
calledd the A-layer, and two layers outside the toroid with one meter separation, called 
thee B- and C-layer. Their purpose is to provide muon identification, and a momentum 
measurementt independent of the central tracker. The chambers are constructed of 
extrudedd aluminum tubes and are of varying size, with the largest being approximately 
2500 x 575 cm2. The (B- and C-) layers outside the toroid each consist of 3 planes of 
tubes;; the (A-) layer inside the toroid consists of 4 planes, with the exception of the 
A-layerr bottom PDT's, which have 3 planes of tubes. The tubes are 10 cm across and 
5.55 cm high (see figure 2.8), with around 24 tubes per chamber. The wires in each 
tubee are oriented along the field lines of the magnetic field, in order to provide the 
positionn of the bend coordinate for the muon momentum measurement. Besides the 
anodee wire, each tube also contains a vernier pad used as a cathode. This vernier pad 
consistss of two metal strips that run along the length of the tube, of which the width 
followss a self-repeating see-saw pattern with a cycle of 60 cm (see figure 2.7). The 
relativee amounts of the charge deposited on each of the strips indicate the position of 
thee passing particle. The tubes are filled with a non-flammable gas mixture of 80% 
argon,, 10% CH4 and 10% CF4. When operated at a voltage of 2.5 kV for the pads, and 
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Outerr vernier strip Inner vernier strip 

Figuree 2.7: Schematic view of part of a vernier pad, showing two 60 cm cycles. The 
blackblack part represents the inner vernier strip, the grey represents the outer vernier strip. 

5.00 kV for the wires, the drift velocity in this gas is around 10 cm//xs, with a maximum 
drif tt t ime of 600 ns. The uncertainty in the hit position due to diffusion in this gas is 
aroundd 375 /xm. Each wire has a time readout with a resolution of 0.1 ns on one side, 
andd is connected to a neighboring wire through a 20 ns delay jumper (see figure 2.9). 
Whenn a hit occurs on the wire, this setup enables the measurement of the drift time 
Td,Td, and the axial time Ta according to: 

TTaa=T=Tw+w+
TT>> +T+T^-^-TlTl (2.2) 

wheree Tw is the time it takes the signal to propagate from the jumper to the time 
readout,, and 7\ and T2 are the times measured on each wire respectively. The resolution 
off  the time measurement is dependent on the position along the wire of the hit. If the 
trackk passed the wire far from the electronics (near the jumper), the signal has to 
travell  a maximum of one wire length, and the dispersion of the signal creates an effect 
thatt is equivalent to an axial resolution of 10 cm. If the track passes the wire close 
too the electronics, the signal to the neighboring wire has to travel two wire lengths, 
andd the dispersion causes the axial resolution to degrade to 50 cm. Figure 2.10 shows 
thee hit residual in the drift plane for PDT hits, measured with collider data. This 
hitt residual is a measure of the true drift distance resolution ahit, as further explained 
inn section 4.2.5. The relative momentum resolution with which the WAMUS system 
measuress the tracks is shown in figure 2.11. 

Thee A — cj) counters are scintillators that cover the WAMU S PDT's in the A-layer 
betweenn the calorimeter and the PDT tubes. They are segmented in 0-slices of 4.5°, and 
havee a length along the beam axis of about 85 cm. A photomultiplier tube, connected 
too the scintillator through multiple scintillating fibers, reads out the scintillators. The 
scintillatorss have a timing resolution of 4 ns and provide a fast signal for triggering on 
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Figuree 2.8: Schematic cross section view of an A-layer PDT assembly (b) and a B-
oror C-layer assembly (a). The bottom figure shows a detailed view of one PDT tube, 
includingincluding the vernier pads. 

J-2 J-2 

TTxx--

k k 

T T 

^ N N 
TTd d TjTj = 20 ns 

Figuree 2.9: Schematic overview of the PDT readout system. The black dot represents 
aa hit, which propagates to both time readouts T\ and T2. This enables the calculation 
ofof the drift time Td and the axial time Ta using the 20 ns delay jumper. 
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Figuree 2.10: Hit residuals for PDT and MDT hits. This residual is a measure of the 

truetrue hit resolution (Jut, as explained in section 4.2.5. 

muonss and for rejecting out-of-time cosmics and backscatter particles from the forward 
region. . 

Thee Cosmic Caps cover the top and sides of the muon detector, as well as part 
off  the bottom, and are located outside the toroid. They are located outside the C-
layer,, and at the bottom also partly on the outside of the B-layer. Their purpose is 
too provide a fast signal to identify cosmic rays and, together with the A — <f>  counters, 
too give a t imestamp on a muon to determine in which beam crossing the muon was 
produced.. The time resolution of the scintillators is 5 ns, which can be improved by 
offlinee corrections to 2.5 ns. 

F A M U S S 

Thee FAMUS consists of three major systems: 3 layers of mini drift tubes (MDT's), 3 
layerss of scintillating material, also known as pixels, and shielding around the beam 
pipee to reduce trigger rates, fake track reconstruction and aging of the detectors [35]. 

Thee forward muon spectrometer is build from three layers of drift tubes, which have 
aa design position resolution in the drift plane of ax w 0.7 mm. The A layer, which 
iss mounted on the inside face of the toroid, consists of 4 planes, while the B and C 
layerss (mounted on the outside of the toroid, with one meter separation) consist of 3 
planes.. Each plane consists of tubes, each having 8 cells, and each plane is divided 
inn 8 octants (see figure 2.12). The individual cells have an internal cross section of 
9.44 x 9.4 mm2, and have a 50 nm tungsten-gold wire as the anode. The gas mixture 
inn the cells is a mixture of 90% CF4 and 10% CH4, which at a voltage on the cathode 
off  3.1 kV gives a maximum drift time in the cells of around 60 ns, which is well within 
thee 396 ns beam crossing time. The cells are read out on one side of the wire with 
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Figuree 2.11: Relative momentum resolution of the stand-alone central (circles) and 
forwardforward (squares) muon system, measured using tracks reconstructed in the central 
trackertracker and extrapolated to the muon system. 

aa 5.4 ns resolution. Because the cell is only read out on one side, the position of a 
hitt in a pixel detector along the wire is needed to determine the axial position of the 
hit,, thus allowing the measurement of the drift time. The efficiency of a single tube is 
measuredd in a test setup to be close to 100%, but this is degraded by the thickness of 
thee tube wall to an efficiency of 94% for tracks perpendicular to the MDT plane. For 
trackss with an inclination to the MDT plane, the thickness of the wall has less impact, 
andd the efficiency approaches 100%. Mounted on the face of each layer of MDT tubes 
aree single planes of scintillating material, divided in 8 octants of each 104 slabs of 
scintillatingg material (see figure 2.13) [36]. The (p segmentation is 4.5 degrees; the 77 
segmentationn for the outer nine rows of counters is 0.12, for the inner three it is 0.07. 
Thee scintillators are read out by phototubes with an operating voltage of 1.8 kV. When 
thee threshold for passing particles is set at 10 mV, the efficiency for detecting single 
particless in a test setup is 99.9%, with a time resolution better than 1 ns. Figure 2.10 
showss the hit residual in the drift plane for MDT hits, measured with collider data. 
Thee relative momentum resolution with which the FAMUS system measures the tracks 
iss shown in figure 2.11 

2.2.44 Forward Proton Detector 

Thee Forward Proton Detector (FPD) is designed to study diffractive processes, and 
measuress protons and anti-protons that are scattered at small angles [37]. The detector 
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Figuree 2.12: One plane of MDT tubes, showing the division in octants (left) and a 
schematicschematic cut-away view of an A-layer MDT assembly (right). 

elementss are located up to 59 meters away from the interaction point. It consists of 
99 spectrometers, formed by 18 Roman Pots and the magnets of the Tevatron. The 
Romann Pots are stainless steel containers that allow a piece of scintillating material 
too be inserted close to the beam, but outside of the machine vacuum. Each piece of 
scintillatorr measures the (x, j/)-position of the (anti-) proton passing through with a 
spatiall  resolution of 80 jj,m, thus providing a 3-dimensionaI measurement of the position 
off  the particle, which is used in the reconstruction of the particle trajectory. 

2.2.55 Luminosity Monitor 

Thee luminosity is measured by identifying beam crossings containing non-diffractive 
inelasticc interactions [38]. This system distinguishes between beam-gas interactions 
andd beam-beam interactions, and whether there have been multiple interactions in the 
crossing.. To reach this goal, two hodoscopes are used, located on the inside face of the 
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Figuree 2.13: One plane of 2 octants of pixels, showing the segmentation in rj and <j). 

TheThe units are in cm. 

endd calorimeters, 135 cm from the center of the detector. Each of these hodoscopes is 
madee of 24 wedge shaped scintillators, with fine mesh photo-multiplier tubes mounted 
onn the face of each wedge. The hodoscopes cover the pseudo-rapidity region 2.7 < 
\n\\n\ < 4.4, providing an acceptance of (98  1)% of all the non-diffractive inelastic 
collisions.. In case of a single interaction in the beam crossing, the system provides a 
fastt measurement of the position of the interaction along the beam axis, as well as a 
measurementt of the luminosity. The vertex position of the interaction is calculated by 
measuringg the difference in arrival time of particles in the opposing beam jets. 

Thee resolution with which the detector measures both times is 194 ps, and ac-
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cordinglyy the resolution in the measured z-position of the interaction vertex is 10 cm. 
Thee trigger rejects events with a vertex position \z\ > 97 cm, which causes an ineffi-
ciencyy of < 1% due to the width in the vertex distribution. The luminosity is obtained 
byy measuring the rate of non-diffractive, inelastic collisions with a z-vertex within 97 
cmm of the origin of the detector and dividing it by the total non-diffractive inelastic 
crosss section as it has been measured by E710, E811 and CDF [39]. It is crucial for 
thiss measurement to have an accurate correction for multiple interactions in one beam 
crossing.. The design is optimized to have high efficiency in distinguishing single in-
teractionn crossings from multiple interaction crossings. A rejection factor (defined as 
thee ratio of the number of single to multiple interactions that passed the algorithm) of 
122 has been reached, with an efficiency for single interactions of 90%. The measure-
mentt of the luminosity has an uncertainty of 10%, mainly caused by the cross section 
measurementt and the uncertainty in the efficiency of the system. 


